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Sept. 30—“Your Excellencies, There is no climate 
emergency.” So opens a Sept. 23 letter sent by Prof. 
Guus Berkhout—on behalf of a global network of 500 
leading scientists and professionals in climate and re-
lated fields—to UN Secretary-General António 
Guterres and to the Executive Secretary of the UN 
Framework Convention on Climate Change, Patricia 
Espinosa Cantellano.

It is a cover letter for an enclosed European Climate 
Declaration, that grew from the Petition on Anthropo-
genic Global Warming delivered to Italian government 

agencies by leading Italian scientists in June 2019, 
which then circulated throughout Europe, the United 
States, and some other nations.

“Names are still flooding in,” Berkhout tells EIR, 
referring to new signers of the Declaration.

The cover letter—signed by Berkhout and the des-
ignated national ambassadors of the European Climate 
Declaration—urges the Secretary-General “to follow a 
climate policy based on sound science, realistic eco-
nomics and genuine concern for those harmed by costly 
but unnecessary attempts at mitigation.” The official 
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presentation of the Declaration—including the release 
of the full list of signers—will take place in Oslo, 
Norway on October 18 at the Climate Realists’ “Natu-

ral Variability and Tolerance” conference. More press 
conferences will follow in Brussels and Rome.

The letter,  dated September 23, reads:

Professor Guus Berkhout—
Netherlands. Emeritus Professor of 
Geophysics, Delft University of 
Technology; Member of the Royal 
Netherlands Academy of Arts and 
Sciences

Professor Reynald Du Berger—
French-speaking Canada. 
Emeritus Professor of Geophysics, 
Université du Québec à Chicoutimi

Terry Dunleavy—New Zealand. 
MBE; co-founder (2006) and 
honorary secretary, New Zealand 
Climate Science Coalition

Viv Forbes—Australia. Geologist with 
special interest in climate; Founder, 
Carbon Sense Coalition, Queensland

Professor Jeffrey Foss—English-
speaking Canada. Professor of 
Philosophy of Science, University 
of Victoria

Morten Jøsdal—Norway. Biologist; 
former biologist and chemist, 
Norwegian Research Council; 
former general manager, Center for 
Development and the Environment, 
University of Oslo

Rob Lemeire—Belgium. Publicist on 
environmental and climate issues

Professor Richard Lindzen—U.S.A. 
Emeritus Professor, Department of 
Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary 
Sciences, MIT

Lord Christopher Monckton—U.K. 
Articles on climate for peer-
reviewed and popular journals, and 
former Special Advisor to Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher

Professor Ingemar Nordin—Sweden. 
Emeritus Professor, Philosophy of 
Science, Linköping University

Jim O’Brien—Republic of Ireland. 
Chair, Irish Climate Science Forum; 
Expert Reviewer, Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change Sixth 
Assessment Report (AR6)

Professor Alberto Prestininzi—Italy. 
Professor of Practical Geology, 
Università di Roma La Sapienza

Professor Benoît Rittaud—France. 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
at the University of Paris-North; 
President, Association of Climate 
Realists

Professor Fritz Vahrenholt—
Germany. Professor of Chemistry, 
Institute for Technical and 
Macromolecular Chemistry, 
University of Hamburg.

The letter is signed by the designated “Ambassadors of the European Climate Declaration,” representing 13 nations:

Your Excellencies,

There is no climate emergency.
A global network of more than 500 knowledge-

able and experienced scientists and professionals in 
climate and related fields have the honor to address 
to Your Excellencies the attached European Climate 
Declaration, for which the signatories to this letter 
are the national ambassadors.

The general-circulation models of climate on 
which international policy is at present founded 
are unfit for their purpose. Therefore, it is cruel as 
well as imprudent to advocate the squandering of 
trillions of dollars on the basis of results from such 
immature models. Current climate policies point-
lessly, grievously undermine the economic system, 
putting lives at risk in countries denied access to 

affordable, continuous electrical energy.
We urge you to follow a climate policy based on 

sound science, realistic economics and genuine con-
cern for those harmed by costly but unnecessary at-
tempts at mitigation.

We ask you to place the Declaration on the agenda 
of your imminent New York session.

We also invite you to organize with us a construc-
tive high-level meeting between world-class scien-
tists on both sides of the climate debate early in 2020. 
Such a meeting would be consistent with the histori-
cally proven principles of sound science and natural 
justice that both sides should be fully and fairly heard. 
Audiatur et altera pars! [Let the other side also be 
heard!]

Please let us know your thoughts how we bring 
about such a momentous joint meeting.

The full list of 506 signers, https://larouchepub.com/other/2019/4639-euro-climate-declaration.pdf as of 
September 26, includes European Union scientists and professionals from Belgium (19), Czech Republic (1), 
Denmark (4), France (56), Germany (13), Ireland (15), Italy (113), Netherlands (57), Norway (17), Poland (3), 
Sweden (18), Switzerland (2), and United Kingdom (22). And there are signers from nations beyond the European 
Union: Australia (75), Brazil (7), Canada (17), China (2), India (1), Japan (1), New Zealand (14), Russian 
Federation (1), South Africa (3), and United States (45).
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